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Abstract: Currently, information and communication technology (ICT) has acquired an important role
in education. The incorporation of ICT by mathematics teachers has been a challenge as it requires
an improvement in their knowledge of the use of new technologies. We aimed to examine the most
relevant items of the indicators related to teaching mathematics and ICT, to estimate the relationships
between teachers individually and by clusters, and to analyze the incidence of age variables,
teaching experience, and gender in this study. A total of 73 high school teachers were included
in this cross-sectional study. A validated questionnaire was used to assess mathematics and teaching
practice, use, resources, and domain of ICT. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied
to determine the associations among variables of the present study. The application of ICT to teaching
was associated with the use of ICT resources in the classroom and indicated that teachers made more
choice in selecting a variety of software than electing different hardware devices. Teachers combined
technology with educational platforms to improve student learning in mathematics. The general
perception of mathematics teachers about their digital competence does not match with models
employed in the classroom. Gender was not an influencing factor.
Keywords: information and communication technology (ICT); mathematics; educational innovation;
teacher resources; teachers’ professional development

1. Introduction
The benefits of using information and communication technology (ICT) for educational purposes
have been supported by numerous studies in recent decades [1,2]. ICT provides tools for online training
and scalable, student-adapted mobile teaching solutions [3]. In addition, integration of ICT into
teaching has developed exponentially with the incorporation of methodologies and digital resources [4].
In this sense, the educational policies of developed countries consider digital competence in education
to be essential, and therefore invest in training, technological resources for the classroom [5,6], and
sustainable educational models with technologies [7].
The use of ICT by mathematics teachers implies a positive attitude toward technology and
the use of compatible teaching methodologies for its implementation in and out of the classroom [8].
In addition, the proper use of technology significantly simplifies tasks, promotes collaborative work [9],
and motivates the learning of students [10,11]. The positive effects of ICT are observed in students’
academic performance [12,13]. There are doubts surrounding its proper use by teachers as a result
of initial reluctance and lack of specific training [14,15].
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It is reasonable to evaluate how mathematics teachers perceive the training and use of ICT [16,17].
In this context, this study was performed to evaluate the relationships among some of the variables
of the dimensions “mathematics and teaching practice”, “ICT in the teacher environment”, and “uses,
resources, and ICT mastery”. We analyzed the variables of these dimensions to examine their
relevance from different perspectives. We also estimated the profiles of teachers according to their
perceptions, classified them into clusters, and evaluated their differences based on gender, age,
and teaching experience.
1.1. The Teaching of Mathematics
In addition to its ability to strengthen abstract thinking, mathematics is important because it plays
a role in the development of all areas of knowledge and the modernization of society. In fact, all children
are educated to acquire mathematical competence because it is considered to be a discriminating
element in their future academic paths [18]. The ability to transmit knowledge of formalisms and
mathematical logic to students facilitates their ability to effectively learn such concepts [19]. In this
sense, it is essential to provide initial and continuous training to teachers and also provide them
with tools and resources related to the didactics of mathematics [20]. In studying the didactic
of mathematics, Vergnaud et al. (2013) highlighted the importance of the conceptual component
of schematics for mathematical learning and the resolution of a problem as a source and criterion
of mathematical knowledge. According to Brousseau et al. (1986), real or imaginary situations could
serve as active methods of learning for the teaching of mathematics.
The didactic of mathematics emerged in France in the 1970s as an approach to investigating
the pedagogical aspects of mathematical problems in the educational environment. Didactic is defined
by Chevallard “as the science of the dissemination of knowledge in any social group, such as a class
of students, the society in general, etc.”, and it focuses on the elements of local or global praxeologies [21].
According to Chevallard, praxeology consists of several sets of tasks, techniques (to perform these
tasks), technologies, and a theory that justifies these technologies [22]. In addition, schools articulate
the didactic and the pedagogical, mediated by the teacher as a facilitator. In other words, through
concrete transfer processes influenced by sociocultural factors, the teacher transforms the knowledge
needed to teach into knowledge that has been taught [23]. This transposition shows the growing
difference between mathematics developed by mathematicians and mathematics for teaching [23].
In the didactics of mathematics, there is a logical relationship among knowledge, subject,
and situations [24]. Trouche showed differences between the main intellectual currents in the didactic
of mathematics; Brousseau discussed what needs to be done, whereas Chevallard focused
on institutional constraints. In terms of mathematical knowledge, Vergnaud highlighted the individual
and social construct in progress, and Chevallard emphasized the social and historical construct [25].
1.2. ICT in the Teaching of Mathematics
The incorporation of ICT in education has evolved given the large amount of online educational
resources, the widespread educational offerings, the exchange of knowledge, and the connections
among learning communities [26–28]. Similarly, the application of technology in education, eliminates
certain space-time barriers in the teaching-learning process and enables the implementation of active
methodologies [29]. In addition, ICT facilitates collaboration among all agents of the educational
community [30].
One of the more prominent points of math didactics is problem solving [25]. To do this, it is
necessary to analyze, search, and discriminate against the relevant data to its resolution. The use
of adequate technology, allows the discrimination of more relevant data [31]. Technology reinforces
mathematical thought forms and their representation [32]. In addition, cognitive technology tools
promote the learning of mathematical concepts by expanding the possibilities of representation and
by amplifying and reorganizing students’ approaches to problem solving [1]. Virtual technology
applications can even promote students’ creativity and experimentation, and allow one to create
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and manipulate their own representations [33]. In addition, virtual environments have a friendly
and intuitive graphical interface that favors the motivation of the students and a dynamic feedback
of the application, encouraging them to persist in problem solving [34,35].
For their part, dynamic geometry’s applications (Geogebra, Cinderella, etc.) help the student
to visualize and easily experience the associated processes through interactive changes that favor
the exploration of all possibilities [36,37]. Other ICT resources are programming environments that
develop language and abstract mathematical thinking [38]. In addition, it allows one to interpret
reality in mathematical terms and promotes the ability to solve problems [39–41]. The wide variety
of available resources facilitate its use by the teacher [38]. In contrast, technological applications that
guide students in a step by step way to default formulas or representations without allowing a free
experimentation by the student, condition their significant learning of mathematics [42].
There are personal factors, such as perceptions or attitude toward ICT, that condition the use
of technology [43,44]. To facilitate the integration of technology into classrooms, repositories
of methodological resources and digital content that are accessible to mathematics teachers can
be provided [45]. Despite the innovative advances of technology in mathematical education,
its incorporation and development by teachers has been found to be lower than expected [46].
As a result, it is necessary to adequately train teachers to enable the effective use of technology
in the classroom [47].
The general literature about the effect of ICT on teaching and learning mathematics focuses mainly
on innovative uses or new tools and applications. In contrast, studies that consider the teaching
dimension are scarce [25]. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the impact of digital resources and
the professional development of mathematics teachers through technology [31] and establish constructs
that measure their technological pedagogical knowledge [48].
1.3. ICT Training for Mathematics Teachers
It is desirable to provide ICT training to future teachers in the didactics of mathematics, which has
a strong social orientation due to its transformative power [49]. The ICT training of mathematics teachers,
in addition to providing training and professional development, should encourage the integration of new
active methodologies in the classroom [50] and provide effective tools for learning mathematics [51].
Despite this, technological advances are a challenge for many teachers, due to the complexity
of the continuously changing software [52,53]. In addition, there is the difficulty of training teachers
to adapt new methodological strategies in their teaching style and to expand their ICT tool knowledge
in both their personal and professional environment [54,55].
ICT training is also conditioned by attitudes toward technology [43]. Other factors that promote
a positive perception of ICT training include its simplicity and usefulness as compared with traditional
methods [56]. The flexibility of training programs and personalized training are also valued factors [57].
In this sense, if teachers are trained as agents of change, then technology will enable innovation and
sustainable development in schools [58]. Furthermore, the proper training and technology effectively
promotes an inclusive classroom for students with disabilities [59].
1.4. ICT Use by Mathematics Teachers
The use of technology by teachers is influenced by their perception and by the training they
have received [17]. Following initial reluctance, teachers generally perceive ICT as a tool with great
potential in the educational setting [16,60]. Numerous authors have emphasized that ICT is a useful
tool to motivate students [61,62] and promote learning [8]. In addition, the quantity and quality of ICT
resources held by schools influence the use of technologies by teachers [5], as well as the national
investment in I+D of each country [63].
In Spain, the National Institute of Educational Technologies and Teacher Training (INTEF),
following European guidelines, establishes the Common Framework for Digital Teaching Competence [64].
Despite the frequent use of the term “digital teaching competence”, different authors have argued that
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it was ambiguous and have proposed the existence of several interconnected competencies; therefore,
the concept must be expanded by differentiating generic and specific professional skills [65,66].
Therefore, Touron recommended a validated instrument that measured digital teaching competence,
taking into consideration the provisions of the INTEF Framework [67].
These technological skills are limited by the teacher’s perception about his knowledge in ICT,
associated as second-order barriers [68]. In addition, Presby et al. (2017) concluded that teachers would
be perpetual novices in this regard because of the constant innovations in educational technology.
The influence of social and cultural aspects that could delay the integration of technology into
classrooms must also be taken into account. In addition, another effect that slows teachers’ development
of technological skills is the adaptation to emerging new pedagogies [69,70].
While technological innovation in classrooms is widespread, the impact on academic performance
in high school has not been universal, so it is necessary to promote technological initiatives that are
systemic, effective, and sustainable. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) reported that technologies do not add extra value to education if they are not reinforced
by cognitive, creative, communicative, teamwork, and perseverance skills [71]. In this context,
Daniels et al. (2018) considered technology to be an instrument that must be selected and an appropriately
used by the teacher, and they asserted that effective methodological strategies must also be applied
to positively influence students’ learning and their academic performance.
The pedagogical use of mathematical software in secondary education promotes practice,
establishes interactive environments for learning [72], facilitates the students’ interpretation
of relationships among functions and graphs [73,74], and helps students to understand complex
concepts of arithmetic and algebra [75]. Therefore, the use of pedagogical software in mathematics
promotes meaningful learning, provided that it is designed with appropriate cognitive parameters and
that the teacher applies it with an effective teaching method [76].
In contrast, despite the resources available, the use of educational software by mathematics
teachers is lower than desirable [77]. In addition, the lack of training and low use could be due to
the limited number of free software programs and the general limitations on the digital educational
competence of students [78]. The use is also reduced if the software is not updated or has limitations [79].
The use of mathematical software by teachers could also be influenced by factors such as age, gender,
and teaching experience [80].
Schools in Spain are adequately resourced for technology use in classrooms [6]. Its proper use
favors and increases interactivity with students [81]. The use of digital interactive whiteboards (IWBs)
to teach mathematics to lower-ability pupils in small groups significantly improved their command
over mathematics as compared with teaching without them [82]. Despite the quantified positive effects
of ICTs on students’ academic performance, it is necessary to evaluate these results through an in-depth
analysis of the most effective methodological elements in the didactics of mathematics [83]. In this
sense, a theoretical teaching basis is essential for proposing interactive mathematical tasks and for
evaluating the achievements of students in their learning [84].
However, teachers do not necessarily properly use the available resources [2], for example,
they do not take advantage of the interactive and innovative features of IWBs but use them only
as a regular whiteboard or presentation tool [81]. This restricted use limits the students’ interaction
and learning [85]. While technology-based classroom assessment can provide a wealth of information
on learning, the teachers may not know how to collect or use such data effectively [86].
In line with the above, a recent study showed that teaching experience was negatively correlated
with digital competence and its pedagogical use in the classroom [87]. Other authors have found
it to be positively correlated with the experience of teachers but not with their age [88]. As for gender,
some findings have shown that the relationship between perceived utility and intent to use IWBs was
stronger for men than for women [14]. Other authors have shown that, as compared with women,
men tended to receive more support from their peers and demonstrated higher levels of self-efficacy
in the use of technology [89], and they experienced less anxiety and greater self-confidence [90].
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1.5. Justification
Despite the importance of the use of ICT in the classroom and its benefits, the didactic
of mathematics at secondary and higher education levels has remained stagnant, compartmentalized,
and oriented to the exposure of the teacher [17,91]. In line with the above, we see limited use
of educational software [78] and hardware [2,43]. In addition, the use of IWBs is reduced to traditional
whiteboards or presentation tools without taking advantage of the innovative resources that they
offer [92]. IWBs are rarely used to improve student learning, even for teachers who are experienced
in their use [93]. Restrained by resistance to change, teachers often waste the teaching potential
of mobile devices and underutilize them [17].
The autonomous city of Melilla has the highest rate of school failure and the ratio per class
in Spain and throughout Europe [94]. For this reason, a comprehensive study was conducted to analyze
the students and teachers. The study of teachers is justified because they are considered to be
one of the factors that have a significant impact on the motivation of students and their academic
performance [10,95]. It is considered to be necessary to deepen the relationship between mathematics
teachers and ICT. This study analyzes the digital competence of teachers through their perceptions
of ICT training, use, and mastery in general. This study focuses on the dimensions “mathematics and
teaching practice”, “ICT in the teacher environment”, and “uses, resources and mastery of ICT”.
Given this background, this research aims to achieve the following three objectives: (1) to examine
the most relevant items of the previously mentioned indicators, (2) to estimate the relationships
between teachers individually and between clusters, and (3) to analyze the influence of age variables,
teaching experience, and gender in this study sample. Thus, the following research questions were
posed: (PI1) Do mathematics teachers continue to undergo training in ICT? (PI2) Do mathematics
teachers use ICT to teach? (PI3) Do teachers use more software than hardware devices? (PI4) Does
gender, age, and teaching experience have an influence on the use of ICT? (PI5) Is there a relationship
among items in ICT training, use, and resource indicators?
2. Materials and Methods
To achieve the above set of objectives, we applied a descriptive quantitative cross-sectional
study [96] to assess the training and use of ICT by mathematics teachers. The study population
was selected with the following inclusion criteria: (1) resides in the AC of Melilla, (2) is a teacher
of high school, and (3) teaches the subject of mathematics. To ensure the reliability of data collection,
questionnaires were filled out online through Google forms during the third quarter of the 2018–2019
academic year. Mathematics teachers were asked to respond in general terms about teaching that
occurred during that period.
With the established criteria, the population amounted to a total of 73 teachers, of which 34.25%
were women. The sample was comprised of 61 teachers, covering the entire center of the city and
representing 83.56% of the population, of which 34.42% were women. The sample consisted of a total
of 40 men and 21 women. In this cohort, 5 were under the age of 30, 16 were between 31 and 40 years
old, 25 were between 41 and 50 years old, 8 were between 51 and 60 years old, and 7 were more than
61 years old.
The quantitative instrument was designed ad hoc and included the following: (i) a literature review,
(ii) establishment of the dimensions of the questionnaire, (iii) formulation of items, (iv) validation
of content through expert judgement, (v) construct validation, and (vi) reliability analysis [97,98].
The questionnaire was set up ad hoc and contained Likert-scale closed items with four graduated
levels (1, none; 2, a little; 3, enough; and 4, a lot). The instrument was validated by expert judgement
to determine the values of reliability and validity. The internal consistency of the obtained data matrix
was also verified. The results were optimal since the Tucker–Lewis Index factor of reliability was 0.965.
In addition, for the validation of the instrument, the Kaiser–Guttman criterion and the “broken-stick”
method were used.
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The Kaiser–Guttman criterion (Figure 1a), is used to select those axes that represent interesting
variation in the data; specifically, it calculates the average of all inherent values and retains those that
are higher than the global mean. In addition, the broken-stick (Figure 1b) model was used, which
randomly divided the length of one bar into the number of PCA axes and compared this result to its
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The items in this study were analyzed by R Studio 1.3.1073 and Python software and were
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Table 1. Relationships among items, indicators, dimensions, and coding used in the questionnaire.
Information and communication technology (ICT).

ID
A.11
A.12
A.16

Code
QUT
GEN
AED

ID
B.23

Code
VED

Dimension A. Teacher Data
Variables Used in Indicator A.1 General Data
Items
How old are you?
Gender.
How many years of teaching experience do you have?
Dimension B. Mathematics and Teaching training
Variables Used in Indicator B.2 Teaching practice
I use a wide variety of teaching approaches in the classroom environment.
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Table 1. Relationships among items, indicators, dimensions, and coding used in the questionnaire.
Information and communication technology (ICT).
Dimension A. Teacher Data
Variables Used in Indicator A.1 General Data
ID

Code

Items

A.11

QUT

How old are you?

A.12

GEN

Gender.

A.16

AED

How many years of teaching experience do you have?
Dimension B. Mathematics and Teaching training

ID

Code

Variables Used in Indicator B.2 Teaching practice

B.23

VED

I use a wide variety of teaching approaches
in the classroom environment.

B.26

EDP

I select teaching approaches effectively to guide students’ thinking
and learning in mathematics.

B.27

MTM

I consider my methodological techniques to be improved.
Dimension C. ICT In the Teachers’ Environment

ID

Code

Variables Used in Indicator C.1 ICT Training

C.11

FTP

I consider ICT training indispensable for personal use.

C.12

FTC

I consider ICT training essential to improve my curriculum.

C.13

FTD

I consider ICT training to be essential for teaching practices.

C.15

DIU

I consider proficiency in English necessary for the proper use of ICT.

ID

Code

Variables Used in Indicator C.2 ICT and Teaching

C.22

TED

I select technologies that improve student learning in lessons.

C.24

LTD

I can teach lessons that adequately combine mathematics,
technology, and teaching approaches.

C.25

TMC

I select technologies to use in the classroom that improve
the presentation of the content I teach.

C.26

MDE

For classroom teaching materials, I use strategies that combine
content, technologies, and teaching approaches that I have learned.
Dimension D. ICT Uses, Resources and Mastery

ID

Code

Variables Used in Indicator D.3 ICT in the classroom

D.31

UTA

I often use the ICT resources in the classroom (projectors,
whiteboard, etc.) to teach.

D.32

PDI

I use the tools or software on the digital interactive whiteboards
to teach math.

D.33

EVA

I use virtual learning environments (Moodle, Webct, etc.)
to teach math.

D.34

PEM

I use educational platforms (Tutor Factory, Wepack, etc.)
to teach math.

D.35

SEA

I use author educational software (Cuadernia, Edilim, Jclic, etc.)
to teach math.

D.36

OPT

In class we use computers, laptops, tablets, etc., to learn
or review math.

ID

Code

Variables Used in Indicator D.5. ICT Mastery

D.51

RPT

I know how to solve my technical problems.

D.53

FCD

I train and upgrade in digital competence (I keep up with important
new technologies).

D.55

CTT

I have the technical knowledge I need to use the technology.
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2.2. Statistical Analyses
According to Figure 2, more than 30% of the variables had a high or very high correlation. For this
reason, a principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out to analyze these correlations more
thoroughly. To ensure that the PCA was optimal, the following process was performed:
•
•

The inflated value of the variance was analyzed. Since no vif was greater than 0.8, no variables
needed to be removed.
The data were standardized for the PCA.
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Furthermore, age is positively and very weakly correlated with TMC. Conversely, age is negatively
correlated with the selection of efficient teaching approaches to guide the thinking and learning of
mathematics students and also with the knowledge required to use technologies (QUT with EDP and
CTT). Furthermore, a negative and very weak correlation exists with the perception of training for
professional and personal use (FTP and FTD).
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3. Results
Of the set of variables, only 84 values were missing. Therefore, to proceed with subsequent
statistical analyses, these values were omitted rather than imputed by the mean or mode.
The first analysis, shown in Figure 1, shows positive and very significant correlations between
continuous training and the selection of effective teaching approaches to guide students’ thinking
and learning in mathematics (CTT with EDP); the use of platforms and specific software to teach
mathematics (PEM with SEA); ICT training for personal and professional uses (FTP with FTD);
and the selection of technologies that improve student learning in a lessons and the selection of contents
and methodologies, the use of material and combined strategies, and the perception of self-sufficiency
in digital competence (TED with TMC, MDE, and LTD). The results reveal negative correlations between
the selection of effective teaching approaches to guide the thinking and learning of mathematics
students and technical English learning (EDP with DIU).
Positive but very weak correlations are observed among teaching experience and the use
of resources that combine contents, ITC, and pedagogical approaches (AED with MDE, TMC, and TED).
Furthermore, age is positively and very weakly correlated with TMC. Conversely, age is negatively
correlated with the selection of efficient teaching approaches to guide the thinking and learning
of mathematics students and also with the knowledge required to use technologies (QUT with EDP
and CTT). Furthermore, a negative and very weak correlation exists with the perception of training
for professional and personal use (FTP and FTD).
Gender is positively and weakly correlated with the resolution of technical problems (RPT),
and negatively correlated with the selection of efficient teaching approaches to guide the ideas
and learning of mathematics students (EDP). Moreover, negative and very weak correlations are
observed with the use of hardware, software, and educative platforms in the classrooms, as well as
with the perception of combining technologies and approaches to teaching mathematics (PEM, SEA,
and LTD).
Figure 3 shows information on the two main components, PC1 (first and third quadrants) and
PC2 (second and fourth quadrants). As there is a strong linear correlation among the study variables
(see the third and fourth quadrants), the implementation of PCA is ideal. In PCA, square cosine
(cos2) allows us to identify the variables that contribute most to each of these dimensions (the quality
of representation). This information is also represented by the modulus of each vector (the length
of the arrows), i.e., the larger its modulus, the greater its influence. To determine whether or not
the selected variables are optimal, the data in the PCA chart were analyzed using cos2. We concluded
that the variables in blue GEN, VED, MTM, and UTA could be removed because they had a lower
rendering quality in the factor map.
Items that are correlated with PC1 (Dim.1) and PC2 (Dim.2) are the most important in explaining
the variability in the dataset. In Figure 2, we observe how positively correlated items tend to be grouped,
as in the case of the technical knowledge needed to use technology (CTT); ICT training for teaching
practice, personal use, and improving the curriculum (FTD, FTP, and FTC, respectively); continuous
training in emerging technologies (FCD); the pedagogical use of technology (LTD); and the appropriate
selection of technologies that improve approaches to teaching lessons (TED). Conversely, the teaching
experience item (AED), which is negatively correlated with the previous ones, is located in opposite
quadrants of the graph.
In contrast, there is a positive correlation between teaching experience (AED) and age (QUT);
gender (GEN); the perception that methodological techniques are improvable (MTM); the use of virtual
learning environments to teach mathematics classes (EVA); the selection of technologies in the classroom
that improve the presentation of content (TMC); the mastery of English for the proper use of technology
(DIU); the use of computers, laptops, tablets, etc., to learn or review mathematics (OPT); the use
of educational platforms to teach math classes (PEM); the use of tools or software in the interactive
digital whiteboard PDI; the use of educational software to teach mathematics classes (SEA); and the use

Figure 3 shows information on the two main components, PC1 (first and third quadrants) and
PC2 (second and fourth quadrants). As there is a strong linear correlation among the study variables
(see the third and fourth quadrants), the implementation of PCA is ideal. In PCA, square cosine (cos2)
allows us to identify the variables that contribute most to each of these dimensions (the quality of
representation). This information is also represented by the modulus of each vector (the length of the
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arrows), i.e., the larger its modulus, the greater its influence. To determine whether or not the selected
variables are optimal, the data in the PCA chart were analyzed using cos2. We concluded that the
variables
in blue
VED,
MTM, and
UTA couldand
be removed
because theyonhad
a lower
rendering
of strategies
that GEN,
combine
contents,
technologies,
teaching approaches
which
teachers
have
quality
in the(MDE).
factor map.
been trained

Figure 3.
3. Principal
Principal component
component analysis
analysis (PCA)
(PCA) for
for the
the research
research variables.
variables.
Figure

The modulus of each vector measures the quality of these variables on the factor map. Variables
Items that are correlated with PC1 (Dim.1) and PC2 (Dim.2) are the most important in explaining
with large moduli are clearly represented, such as ICT training for teaching practice (FTD); the selection
the variability in the dataset. In Figure 2, we observe how positively correlated items tend to be
of technologies that improve approaches to teaching lessons (TED); the pedagogical use of technology
grouped, as in the case of the technical knowledge needed to use technology (CTT); ICT training for
(LTD); and the use of strategies that combine contents, technologies, and teaching approaches on which
teaching practice, personal use, and improving the curriculum (FTD, FTP, and FTC, respectively);
teachers have been trained (MDE). The remaining variables that do not correlate with either PC1
continuous training in emerging technologies (FCD); the pedagogical use of technology (LTD); and
or PC2, or that correlate with the other dimensions have a slight association. These factors include
the appropriate selection of technologies that improve approaches to teaching lessons (TED).
the use of a wide variety of teaching approaches in the classroom environment (VED); genre (GEN);
Conversely, the teaching experience item (AED), which is negatively correlated with the previous
the use of ICT resources (projectors, digital interactive whiteboards, etc.) to teach classes (UTA);
ones, is located in opposite quadrants of the graph.
and the perception that methodological techniques are improvable (MTM).
In contrast, there is a positive correlation between teaching experience (AED) and age (QUT);
To obtain the results with greater robustness, non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS)
gender (GEN); the perception that methodological techniques are improvable (MTM); the use of
analysis was carried out using the following steps:
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The large dispersion around the red line (Figure 4a) suggests that the original differences are not
well preserved in the small number of dimensions. In our case, the adjustment seems to be quite good,
which is also indicated by the goodness-of-fit measures (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis (NMDS). (a) Linear fit; (b) Goodness-of-fit.

Figure 4. Non-metric multidimensional scaling analysis (NMDS).
Figure 4 shows the NMDS analysis, which was executed with Python and compared with the PCA
317
results (Figure 2). The results reveal that the R2 of the unsupervised regression model with this
algorithm is high (99.4%). In turn, the variables that have the greatest weight in this study are FTD,13
TED, and MED. Similar findings were obtained with respect to the PCA.
Figure 5 shows PCA combined with a cluster analysis to determine which groups of variables
form these clusters. As can be seen in this diagram, the groups are quite condensed. In this figure,
we observe that all variables can be grouped into three clusters, i.e., the scores of the individuals can be
segmented into three groups, each of which has a similar impact on the participants.
The first cluster contains most of the indicators of “C.2 ICT and teaching” and “C.3 ICT resources”.
The results indicate that the application of ICT to teaching is in line with the use of ICT resources
in the classroom. They also suggest that teachers used more software or applications (SEA, PEM,
and EVA), than hardware or devices (UTA, OPT, and PDI). Teachers who combine technology with
content generally use educational software (TMC), with educational platforms and technology that
improve student learning. To a lesser extent, this is correlated with the use of computers in the
classroom with virtual Moodle mathematics learning environments (EVA). We highlight the LTD
position in different quadrants as compared with other elements in the same cluster.
In the second cluster, there is a significant correlation among the indicators “B.2 teaching practice”,
“C.1 training”, and “D.5 ICT domain”. There is also an overall correlation between training for teaching
and personal use (FTP and FTD), with a higher score in ICT training for teaching use. In addition,
there is a significant correlation between these factors and training for curriculum improvement (FTC),
although to a lesser extent. EDP is in the second quadrant, while the other items in the same cluster are
grouped in the first quadrant.
The third cluster, which includes gender, age, and teaching experience, is more heterogeneous,
encompassing several items of all the above indicators, and the relationships among them are of low
significance. In addition, mathematics teachers did not link English learning to technologies (DIU) and
declared that they barely used ICT resources in the classroom (e.g., the projector or digital interactive
whiteboard) (UTA).
Figure 6 shows that gender is not grouped into clusters since it has a large dispersion in the four
quadrants. In other words, gender has a low contribution to explaining the variability of the scores.
For the purpose of comparison, an individual case analysis was applied to identify the scoring patterns
(Figure 5). These show low redundancy, that is, a high dispersion of points, which does not show
a clear differentiation between men (GEN-0) and women (GEN-1). Gender differences are observed
in the first quadrant with 87.50% of men versus 12.50% of women. If the total sample is used, this result
is not significant.
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show a clear differentiation between men (GEN-0) and women (GEN-1). Gender differences are
evident between the mastery of ITC and its use to explore strategies for guiding students towards in
learning mathematics. Accordingly, Avila et al. (2019) pointed out the importance of including
methodological elements of mathematics didactics in the digital training of teachers.
From the analysis of PCA (Figure 3), the most representative variables are ICT training for the
teaching function (FTD), the selection of teaching technologies (TED), and the use of materials and
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evident between the mastery of ITC and its use to explore strategies for guiding students towards
in learning mathematics. Accordingly, Avila et al. (2019) pointed out the importance of including
methodological elements of mathematics didactics in the digital training of teachers.
From the analysis of PCA (Figure 3), the most representative variables are ICT training
for the teaching function (FTD), the selection of teaching technologies (TED), and the use of materials
and strategies that combine content and technologies (MDE). The results are in line with previous
studies that claimed teachers used ICT to teach mathematics [53] and incorporated new methodological
strategies [55]. In addition, ICTs make it possible to develop content more effectively as didactic
support [93] and to distribute and share these resources online, thereby facilitating collaborative
work [26–28].
The findings of this study show that most of the items of the indicators “ICT training”, “ICT
and teaching”, and “ICT domain” are positively correlated. The relationships among these indicators
shows us that mathematics teachers affirm that ICT training is indispensable for personal use (FTP),
teaching practice (FTD), and the enrichment of their curriculum (FTC). In addition, they have the
necessary technical knowledge to use ICT (CTT), which is manifested as digital competence (FCD),
and the combination of technologies and teaching approaches for use in the classroom (TED and LTD).
In line with these results, the scientific literature posits that teachers, once the initial reservations
have passed, emphasize the importance of expanding their knowledge of ICT tools for both personal
and professional use and implementing methodological strategies in the classroom [55]. Similarly,
Daniels et al. (2013) highlighted the relevance of methodological elements associated with the didactic
of mathematics, considering technology to be a tool to optimize them but incapable of influencing
the learning of students. Teachers who are trained in ICT also see improvements in self-efficiency and
confidence with the use of technology [95], resulting in their interest in technology. ICT training also
promotes and stimulates collaborative work amongst teachers [99].
In this study, we observe that a positive perception of the teacher toward ICT results in continuous
training in technology and its use to explore new methodological strategies in the didactics
of mathematics. In contrast, Melilla’s mathematics teachers generally present high digital competences,
but they have a weak use of ICT in the classroom, with a conservative pedagogical attitude.
This apparent contradiction in our results might be due to what teachers know by “digital competence”
and its teaching applications in the classroom.
In the same line, Gudmundsdottir et al. (2018) and Pettersson et al. (2018) highlighted the ambiguity
of the term “digital competence” proposing the existence of several digital competences and recommended
differentiating among general and professional digital competence [65,66]. These authors argued that
the professional teacher who was also digitally able must internalize ICTs, must be able to adapt them
to the pedagogical environment and integrate them into a sociocultural context. For this purpose,
a specific training is necessary, taking into consideration the level of competence according to a validated
instrument [67].
Linear correlations are weakly significant between teaching experience and the use of resources
that combine contents, ICT, and pedagogical approaches. In terms of age, there are negative, slightly
significant correlations among age, the selection of effective teaching approaches to guide the thinking
and learning of mathematics students, the knowledge needed to use technology, and training
for personal and professional use.
PCA shows that teaching experience is negatively correlated with the selection of comprehensive
and effective approaches to mathematics teaching and technical problem-solving (RPT).
Along the same line of argument, researchers have observed that teaching experience is negatively
correlated with digital competence and extensive pedagogical use [87]. Other authors have argued
that the constant evolution of technology and innovative pedagogies has caused teachers to remain
perpetual apprentices, regardless of their experience [69,70]. However, Cardelli et al. (2004) asserted
that sociocultural factors were conditions of teaching mathematics, while Chevalard et al. (1991)
reported that institutional factors were influential.
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Other noteworthy results are the positive correlation among teaching experience (AED) and
teachers’ perception of the improvement of their methodological techniques (MTM), the selection
of technologies (TMC), learning English for the proper use of ICT (DIU), and the use of virtual
learning environments (EVA). In line with the above items, AED is associated with the use
of classroom computers (OPT), educational platforms (PEM), educational software (SEA), and digital
interactive whiteboards with the use of classroom materials that combine content and technologies
(MDE). In addition, the mathematics teachers declared that they barely use ICT resources
in the classroom, such as the projector or digital interactive whiteboards (UTA). When initially
focusing on the relationships among UTA, PDI, and RPT, they appear to be contradictory.
A possible explanation of the low rating of PDI (the use of digital interactive whiteboards and
specific software for the teaching of mathematics), could be the high ratio of classrooms in Melilla
in secondary and post-16 education [94]. Along the same line, the findings of Cabus et al. (2017)
suggested that when the ratio was low, significant improvements could be observed in mathematics
students’ academic performance with the use of IWBs. In addition, Botuzova (2020) reported that
the lack of use could be caused by the low digital competence of the students.
A deeper analysis of these results indicates that teachers with more experience have had
limited ICT training, which conditions the use of digital resources in the classroom. They use
platforms and educational software for content preparation, whereas they use hardware, typically PPs,
for the presentation of such content [81]. The limited use of hardware is explained by the difficulty
in resolving technical issues. Similarly, it is evident that the teaching experience is negatively correlated
with digital competence, its integration and pedagogical use in the classroom, and motivation [87].
In contrast, a recent study noted that this was positively related to a teacher’s experience but not to
their age [88]. This limited use has a negative impact on the interconnection and evaluation of student
learning [86].
The comparative analysis between linear correlations and PCA shows that they produce similar
results and both suggest that correlations with gender are weak. Individually, the two genders scored
inversely in “I use a wide variety of teaching approaches in the classroom environment” (VED),
“I consider my methodological techniques to be improved” (MTM), “I use educational platforms (Tutor
Factory, Wepack, etc.) to teach mathematics” (PEM), and “I train and upgrade in digital competence
(I keep up with important new technologies)” (FCD), that is, if men’s scores increased, women’s scores
decreased. In the results of the study, no significant differences were observed among teachers with
respect to the variables analyzed.
These findings are not in line with some previous research that reported a difference in perception
between genders [89–100], which has been explained by the gender roles assumed and previous
learning experiences [14]. Regarding the use of digital resources in the classroom, a recent study
concluded that the relationship between perceived utility and the intention to use hardware was
stronger for men than for women [14]. For this reason, it is necessary to implement training actions
that reduce this perceived difference between men and women [4]. In addition, teacher training
and training programs should be kept up-to-date and incorporate active methodological strategies
in the classroom, such as gamification [50].
Finally, math teachers, according to the variables analyzed, can be grouped into three distinct
clusters. The first relates mainly to technological resources, and it can be concluded that the use
of technology in the teaching of mathematics is influenced by ICT resources in the classroom [5]. Along
the same line, other authors have maintained that country investments on I+D were also factors to take
into consideration [63].
The second cluster is largely associated with ICT training and shows a significant relation among
digital competences, ICT training, and efficient pedagogical approaches to the teaching of mathematics.
Similarly, Nousiainen et al. (2018), maintained that a teacher´s training in ICT was conducive to the skill
and practice of new active methodologies. However, other authors have claimed that both a continuous
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training in specific software for teaching mathematics [53] and pedagogical strategies with ICT
condition the use of technology by the mathematics teachers [54,55].
The third cluster is a heterogeneous mixture of variables with different weights in this study. Items
with low weights are gender, the use of hardware in the classroom, and teaching practice self-evaluation.
In contrast, the teachers´ marks in this group are high in their capacity to resolve technical problems,
continuous training in ICT, and English learning. This provides relevant information on teacher
classification in relation to their ICT knowledge and uses, which is necessary to design effective training
programs [101].
5. Conclusions
The general perception of Melilla´s mathematics teachers about their own digital competence does
not match with traditional pedagogical models employed in the classroom. Consequently, this difference
negatively influences their training in digital skills. Therefore, it would be recommendable to assess
the digital competence of mathematics teachers using a validated instrument.
Less experienced teachers were better trained in ICT and employed it in a broad sense. Among
these teachers, no general differences were observed based on gender. Grouping the study items into
three clusters allowed us to identify profiles of mathematics teachers and design specific ad hoc actions
to improve their professional competences.
The limitations of the study were associated with the cross-sectional design that was employed, i.e.,
data from participants were collected at a specific place and time, but the scores of the analyzed variables
could vary over time. Similarly, another limitation of this study was that the items in the questionnaire
affected only the “use” of technology and did not address questions about “how” that technology
was used. The strengths lie in the statistical approach used to determine the relationships among the
different items in this study.
On the basis of these results, several lines of future research are proposed in relation to teaching
practices in an aim to clarify which variables are influential, and then to quantify their effect. We also
recommend expanding the items of teachers’ perceptions regarding their training and the evaluation
of the teaching function. A broader and more in-depth study that captures functional differentiation
is necessary to establish a comprehensive instrument that evaluates the teaching function with the
contribution of all the agents of the educational community involved (teachers, students, parents, etc.).
Other possible lines of research include quantifying the impact of ICTs on the teaching function and
the performance of students.
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